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ABSTRACT

We present source tracing as a new viable approach to routing in ad hoc networks in which routers communicate the
second-to-last hop and distance in preferred paths to destinations. We introduce a table-driven protocol (BEST) in
which routers maintain routing information for all destinations, and an on-demand routing protocol (DST) in which
routers maintain routing information for only those destinations to whom they need to forward data. Simulation
experiments are used to compare these protocols with DSR,
which has been shown to incur less control overhead that
other on-demand routing protocols. The simulations show
that DST requires far less control packets to achieve comparable or better average delays and percentage of packet
delivered than DSR, and that BEST achieves comparable
results to DSR while maintaining routing information for
all destinations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Ad hoc networks (or multi-hop packet-radio networks) consist of mobile routers interconnecting hosts. These networks
are useful in tactical and commercial scenarios in which
there is no base-station infrastructure present. The deployment of such routers is ad hoc and the topology of the network is very dynamic, because of host and router mobility,
signal loss and interference, and power outages. Furthermore, the bandwidth available for the exchange of routing
information in ad hoc networks is far lesser than the bandwidth available in a wired internet.
Routing for ad hoc networks can be classi ed into two main
types: table-driven and on-demand. Table driven routing
attempts to maintain consistent information about the path
from each node to every other node in the network. The
Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV) protocol is a table driven algorithm that modi es the distributed
Bellman-Ford routing algorithm to include timestamps that
prevent loop-formation [15]. The Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) is a distance vector routing protocol which belongs to the class of path- nding algorithms that exchange
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second-to-last hop (predecessor) to destinations in addition
to distances to destinations [13]. This extra information
helps remove the \counting-to-in nity" problem that most
distance vector routing algorithms su er from [1]. It also
speeds up route convergence when a link failure occurs.
On-demand routing protocols have been designed to limit
the amount of bandwidth consumed in maintaining up-todate routes to all destinations in a network by maintaining
routes to only those destinations to which the routers need to
forward data traÆc. The basic approach consists of allowing
a router that does not know how to reach a destination to
send a ood-search message to obtain the path information
it needs. There are several recent examples of this approach
(e.g., AODV [16], ABR [19], DSR [12], TORA [14], SSA
[5], ZRP [11]) and the routing protocols di er on the speci c mechanisms used to disseminate ood-search packets
and their responses, cache the information heard from other
nodes' searches, determine the cost of a link, and determine
the existence of a neighbor. However, all the on-demand
routing proposals to date use ood search messages that either: (a) give sources the entire paths to destinations, which
are then used in source-routed data packets (e.g., DSR); or
(b) provide only the distances and next hops to destinations, validating them with sequence numbers (e.g., AODV)
or time stamps (e.g., TORA).
The Dynamic Source Tree (DSR) protocol [12] has been
shown to outperform other on-demand routing protocols
such as TORA and AODV [3, 17] from the standpoint of
reducing the number of update packets needed to update
routing tables, and therefore constitutes a good baseline for
comparison. In DSR, the replies to ood search messages
contain the entire route from source to destination, which
are stored in route caches at the senders. One problem with
source routing is that it results in long data-packet headers
as the network size increases; in addition, source routing will
not work with security schemes that encrypt headers.
In this paper, we introduce and analyze two eÆcient routing
protocols for ad hoc networks using predecessor and distance
information. The rst protocol is DST (dynamic source
tree) protocol, which constitutes a new approach for ondemand distance vector routing for ad hoc networks. Like
other on-demand routing protocols, DST acquires routes to
destinations only when traÆc for those destinations exists
and there is no known route to the destination. This implies

that route information is only maintained for destinations
with which a router needs to communicate. It also implies
thatthe routes used are not necessarily optimum; they only
have to be valid and of a nite metric value. DST does not
use source-routed packets or time stamps to validate distance updates. DST uses a source-tracing algorithm similar
to the one advocated in prior table-driven routing protocols
in which routers maintain routing information for all network destinations [13, 1]. To reduce the number of loops,
the source-tracing algorithm allows for complete paths to be
checked for loops before being added to the routing table.
DST uses information about the length and predecessor of
the shortest path to all known destinations to eliminate the
counting to in nity problem of the distributed Bellman-Ford
algorithm. A node running DST maintains shortest paths in
its routing tables for all the destinations it knows. A node
also maintains the routing tables reported incrementally by
all of its known neighbors. A node uses the routing tables
of known neighbors together with the link costs to known
neighbors to generate its own routing table. A routing message broadcast by node i contains a vector of entries in which
each entry corresponds to a route in the routing table; each
entry contains a destination identi er j , the distance to the
destination Dji and the predecessor to that destination pij .
The second protocol, Bandwidth EÆcient Source Tracing
(BEST) protocol is also based on source-tracing and is an
extension of WRP [13]. It uses unreliable updates and introduces a conservative approach to table-driven routing, i.e.,
routers send updates only under conditions where routing
table loops are suspected.
There are three key contributions of this paper: (i) introducing source tracing for on-demand routing and table-driven
routing as a viable approach for ad hoc networks; (ii) presenting the design of eÆcient protocols that do not use
sequence numbers, internodal synchronization or complete
paths to ensure that no permanent loops are formed; and
(iii) examining the performance of DST, DSR and BEST in
simulation scenarios that mimic real world scenarios and using these simulations to conclude that source-tracing can be
the basis for a very eÆcient routing protocol that maintains
routing information either on-demand or for all destinations.
Section 2 presents the network model used throughout the
paper. Section 3 gives a detailed description of DST and
presents an example of how it eliminates long-term looping. Section 4 gives a brief description of BEST. Section 5
uses simulations to compare the performance of DSR, DST
and BEST using the same movement model used in [3, 4] to
compare DSR with other on-demand and table-driven routing protocols.

2.

NETWORK MODEL

To describe DST, a network is modelled as an undirected
graph with V nodes and E links. Instead of having interface identi ers, a router has a single node identi er, which
helps the routing and other application protocols identify
it. It is assumed that a node has radio connectivity with
multiple nodes using a single physical radio link. Accordingly, we map a physical broadcast link connecting a node
and its multiple neighbors into point-to-point links between
the node and its neighbors. Each link has a positive cost

associated with it. If a link fails, its cost is set to in nity.
A node failure is modelled as all links incident on the node
being set to in nity.
For the purpose of routing-table updating, a node A considers another node B as its neighbor if A receives an update
from neighbor B . Node B is no longer node A's neighbor
when the medium access protocol at node A sends a signal
to DST indicating that data packets can no longer be sent
successfully to node B .
DST is designed to run on top of any wireless medium-access
protocol. Routing messages are broadcast unreliably and
the protocol assumes that routing packets may be lost due
to changes in link connectivity, fading or jamming. Since
DST only requires a MAC indication that data packets can
no longer be sent to a neighbor, the need for a link-layer
protocol for monitoring link connectivity with neighbors or
transmitting reliable updates is eliminated, thus reducing
control overhead. If such a layer can be provided with no
extra MAC overhead, then DST can be made more proactive
by identifying lost neighbors before data for them arrives,
resulting in faster convergence and decreased data packet
loss.

3. THE DST PROTOCOL
3.1 Routing Information Maintained in DST

A router in DST maintains a routing table, a distance table,
a data bu er and a query table.
The set of known destinations is denoted bys
denotes the list of known neighbors.

N

and

Ni

The routing table at router i contains entries for all known
destinations. Each entry consists of the destination identi er
i
j , the successor to that destination sj , the second-to-lasti
hop to the destination pj , the distance to the destination
i
i
i
Dj and a route tag tagj . When the element tagj is set to
correct, it implies a loop-free
nite value route. When it is
set to null, it implies that the route still has to be checked
and when it is set to error, an in nite metric route or a
route with a potential loop is implied.
The distance table at router i is a matrix containing, for
each k 2 Ni and each destination j , the distance value of
i
the route from i to j through k, Djk
and the second-to-last
i
i
hop pjk on that route. Djk is always set equal to RDjk + lki ,
where RDjk is the distance reported by k to j in the last
routing message and lki is the link cost of link (i; k). The link
cost may be set to one to support minimum-hop routing, or
it may be set to some other link parameter like latency or
bandwidth.
The data bu er is a queue that holds all the data packets
waiting for routes to destinations. There are various approaches for bu er management. However, we chose to use
the scheme used by most existing on-demand routing protocols. The bu er has a limited size and if it lls up, the
packet at the head of the bu er is dropped to make room for
the incoming data packet. Each data packet also has a time
value, which is set to the time when the packet is put into
the bu er. A packet that has been in the bu er for more

than data pkt timeout seconds is dropped. The data bu er
is checked periodically for any packets that may be sent or
dropped.
The query table is used to prevent queries from being forwarded inde nitely. We use a scheme similar to the one used
in DSR, which allows for two kinds of queries: (a) queries
with a zero hop count, which are propagated to neighbors
only; and (b) queries with maximum hop count, which are
forwarded to a maximum distance of M AX H OP S hops
from the sender. For each destination j , the query table
contains the last time a maximum hop query was sent qsij ,
the last time a zero hop query was sent zqsij , the hop count
of the last query sent hqsij , the last time a query was received
i
qrj . At the source of the
ood search, two maximum hop
count queries are always separated by query send timeout
seconds. A query is forwarded by a receiver only if the difference between the time it is received and qrji is greater
than query receive timeout, where query receive timeout
is slightly lesser than query send timeout. The reasoning
for this can be explained using Fig. 1. In the gure, times
t1 and t3 correspond to times when the querying is started
at the source and t3 t1  query send timeout. Since it
is possible for the queries to travel di erent paths, we can
have a condition where the rst ood took a longer time
to reach the forwarding node than the second ood, i.e.,
(t2 t1)  (t4 t3). If query receive timeout were equal
to query send timeout, the second ood will not be propagated. However, we require the query receive timeout to
be large enough to prevent propagation of queries from the
same ood search. This is the rst protocol to use only local clocks to separate ood searches and this is an important
advantage over using sequence numbers, because this makes
the protocol impervious to node failures.
Time at
source node

Time at
forwarding node

t1
QUERY

t2

t3

QUERY

t4

Figure 1: Querying timeline at source and forwarding nodes

3.2 Routing Information exchanged in DST

There are two types of control packets in DST - queries and
updates. All control packets headers have the source of the
packet (pkt:src), the destination of the packet (pkt:dst), the
number of hops (pkt:hops) and an identi er pkt:type that
can be set to QU ERY or U P DAT E . Each packet has a list
of routing entries, where each entry speci es a destination
i
j , a distance to the destination RDj and a predecessor to
i
the destination rpj .

If the MAC layer allowed for transmission of reliable updates
with no retransmission overhead (which is the case of wireless MAC protocols presented in [18, 20]), incremental routing updates would suÆce to update routing tables among
neighbors. In this paper, however, we assume a MAC protocol based on collision avoidance. In order to avoid collisions
of data packets with other packets in the presence of hidden
terminals , such protocols require nodes to defer for xed
periods of time after detecting carrier [7, 10]. Accordingly,
sending larger control packets does not decrease throughput
at the MAC layer, because the overhead (RT S C T S exchange) for the MAC protocol to acquire the channel does
not depend on packet size. Therefore, in the rest of this
paper, we assume that routers transmit their entire routing tables when they send control messages. Control packet
size may a ect the delay experienced by packets in the MAC
layer. However, as our simulations show, this does not a ect
data packet delays because the number of control packets we
generate is substantially low.
Data Packets in DST only need to have the source and destination in the header.

3.3 Creating Routes

When a network is brought up, each node (i) adds a route
to itself into its routing table with a distance metric (Dii ) of
zero, the successor equal to itself (i) and the tag (tagii ) set
to correct. To di erentiate a route to itself from all other
routes, a node sets the local host address (127:0:0:1) as the
predecessor to itself.
When a data packet is sent by an upper layer to the forwarding layer, the forwarding layer checks to see if it has a correct
path to the destination. If it does not, then the packet is
queued in the bu er and the router starts a route discovery
by broadcasting queries. Route discovery cycles are separated by query receive timeout seconds. One zero hop query
and one maximum hop query are sent in every cycle. A zero
hop query allows the sender to query neighboring routing
tables with one broadcast. If the zero hop query times out
((present time - zqsij ) > zero qry send timeout), then an
unlimited hop query (with pkt:hops set to M AX H OP S ) is
sent out. Consider the six-node network in Fig. 2.a where
all link costs are of unit value and where node d broadcasts
a query for destination a , with the pkt:src set to d, pkt:dst
set to a, and pkt:hops set to M AX H OP S . The parenthesis
next to each node in the example depicts the routing table
entry (distance, predecessor) for destination a. The symbol
lh stands for local host address (127.0.01). The query packet
contains a list of all the routing table entries of the sender
d. The entries are shown within the square brackets, each
entry in the (destination, distance, predecessor) form. The
entries are in a increasing-distance order, such that a node
i receiving a query from an unknown neighbor k , adds the
neighbor k to its distance tables on reading the rst entry in
the query and proceeds to consider all other entries as the
distances reported by k.
Consider node e, where the query from d is received. To
process the query, each entry (j; RDjd ; rpdj ) is read ( procedure Query in Fig. 3). If the entry is for an unknown
destination, then the destination is initialized (Dji ! 1,
i
i
i
i
pj ; sj ! N U LL ADDR; Djk ! 1, pjk ! N U LL ADDR
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Figure 2: Example of the Query-Reply process in DST. Node d is searching for destination a. The parenthesis
contains the distance and predecessor values for a.
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k
Ni . Then, the distance table entry for neighbor d is
updated in the procedure DT Update (Fig. 3). Since the
distance RDdd is equal to zero, d is marked as a neighbor.
The procedure DT Update (Fig. 3) also updates the value
for j reported by other neighbors whose path contains d.
This step helps prevent permanent loops by preemptively
removing stale information.

Finally, procedure RT Update(Fig. 3) is called to update
routing table entries; this procedure iterates through each
known destination and picks the neighbor k as a successor
to destination j if both the following conditions are true
1.

o ers the shortest distance to all nodes in the path
from j to i.
k

2. the path from j to k does not contain i and does not
contain any repeated nodes.
If either of the two conditions are not satis ed, then tagji
is set to error. Else, it is set to correct and neighbor k is
designated the successor and the distance value to j is set
i
to Djk
and the predecessor is set to pijk .
After processing all entries and updating the routing table, node e checks to see if it has a route to a. Since
there is no route, a query packet is broadcast with the same
header elds as the processed query, besides pkt:hops which
is decremented by one if all of the following conditions are
met
1. Node does not have a route to pkt:dst
2.

pkt:hops

is greater than one

3. the time elapsed since the last query was received is
greater than query receive timeout
The routing entries added to the forwarded query re ect
the routing table entries of current node e. The packet is
then broadcast to the limited broadcast address. In Fig. 2.b,
nodes e, f and c broadcast queries.
In Fig. 2.c, we see that nodes e, f , and a do not send any
more queries, because the time elapsed since the last query
sent is shorter than query receive timeout. On the other
hand, at nodes a and b, a nite and valid route to a is found
and a reply update is sent. A reply update sent by a node
i has a di erent structure than a regular update, which has
pkt:dst set to the limited broadcast address and pkt:src set
to i. The reply update sent by b has eld pkt:dst set to
the pkt:src = d of the query and the eld pkt:src set to the
pkt:dst = a of the query. All updates are broadcast to the
limited broadcast address.
When node i receives an update, it checks the value of
pkt:dst.
If the value is other than the limited broadcast
address, then the update being sent is a reply update, else
it is a regular update. As shown in procedure Update of
Fig. 3, the entries are processed in a manner similar to the
entries of the query. A regular update is broadcast in response to a regular update, with pkt:dst set to the limited
broadcast address and pkt:src set to i if any of the two following conditions is satis ed
1. Distance to a known destination increases.
2. A node loses the last nite route to a destination.
The reply update has di erent rules for propagation. In
Fig 2.d , a reply update is rebroadcast by e with the original

pkt:dst

met

and pkt:src, because the following two conditions are

1. A nite path to pkt:dst = d exists.
2. Distance to pkt:src = a changes from in nite to nite
after processing the reply update.
Nodes a and b do not rebroadcast reply updates, because
the second condition is not satis ed. Node d obtains a reply
update from node e and sets its successor to node e after
processing the entries in the query. Node d does not send
any more reply updates. However, a regular update is sent
if any of the two conditions for regular updates are satis ed.
Using the above procedure, DST allows a source to obtain
multiple paths to a required destination. By forwarding a
reply update only when the route to the required destination changes from in nite to nite, the number of updates
is reduced at the expense of non-optimal routes. The same
reasoning motivates not sending regular updates when a new
destination is found or when a distance to a destination reduces. However, distance increases prompt updates because
a loop can occur only when a node picks as successor a neighbor that has a distance greater than itself.

distance tables re ect a path through node d with predecessor e, node c increases its distance to 3 and changes its
predecessor to e. Node c then sends an update. We consider
two di erent sets of events that could happen. In Fig. 4.e,
the update from b reaches d and d changes its distance to
in nity and send out updates which cause e, f and c to reset
their distance to a to in nity. In Fig. 4.f, we consider the
case where the update from node c to node d is lost. This
results in node d picking c as successor and node c picking d
as its successor, which implies a 2-hop loop in the tables of
c and d. To prevent such situations, we provide two conditions that prevent data packets from looping. A data packet
is dropped and a regular update is sent if

A. The data packet is sent by a neighbor that is in the path

from the present node to the destination of the data
packet.
B. The path implied by the neighbor's distance table entry
is di erent from the path implied in the routing table.
If node c receives a data packet from node d for destination
j , it drops the data packet, because node d is in it's path
to j and sends a regular update. Node d eventually receives
and update from c and resets its tables. Thus, DST avoids
long-term loops.

3.4 Maintaining Routes

3.5 Packet Forwarding

A failure of a link is detected when a lower level protocol
sends an indication that a data packet can no longer be sent
to a neighbor. The procedure Rmv Nbr (Fig. 3) is called
to remove the neighbor from the distance tables. Then, the
procedure RT Update is called to recompute distances to
all destinations. Consider the six-node network in Fig. 4.a
which is the same as that in Fig. 2 after the route discovery
cycle started by node d for node a is done.

If a data packet is not originated at a node, then the data
packet is only bu ered if there is no entry in the routing
table for pkt:dst. In this case, route discovery is started
by the intermediate node. If there is a correct and nite
route then the data packet is rst checked for conditions
A and B described in Section 3.4. If the two conditions
are satis ed, the data packet is forwarded to the successor
i
spkt:dst .
If there is route with in nite distance, then the
packet is dropped and a regular update is broadcast to all
neighbors. Eventually, the source of the data will learn of the
loss of routes and it will restart the route discovery process.

DST does not poll neighbors constantly to gure out link
connectivity changes, which avoids control overhead due to
periodic update messages, but may result in sub-optimal
routes and longer convergence time. A link to a neighbor is
discovered only when a update or a query is received from
that neighbor. On nding a new neighbor k the neighbor is
added to the distance table. (procedure Add N br (Fig. 3))
An in nite distance to all destinations through k is assumed,
with the exception of node k itself and any destinations reported in the received routing message.

Consider Fig. 4.b, in which the link between a and e fails.
Node e does not pick any of its neighbors f and d as successors because tracing the path in RT Update allows node e to
conclude that it lies in the paths of both f and d towards a.
Thus, counting to in nity is avoided by the source tracing
algorithm. Since there has been a distance increase, node e
broadcasts an update. In Fig. 4.c, node d picks node c as its
successor and changes its distance to 3 and predecessor to
b. Node d sends out a regular update because it increased
its distance. Node f also sends an update, which we do not
show for the sake of brevity.
Let us assume that, due to some outside interference or fading, node c does not receive node d's update. Meanwhile,
in Fig. 4.d, the link between c and b fails. Because node c's

The data packet header contains only the source and the
destination of the data packet. When a data packet originated at a node arrives at its forwarding layer, the packet
is bu ered if there is no nite route to the destination. The
node then starts the route discovery process. If a nite and
correct route is found, then the packet is forwarded to the
successor as speci ed by the routing table.

4. THE BEST PROTOCOL

BEST assumes the same network model introduced for DST
in Section 2.
BEST is a table-driven routing protocol that reacts to changes
in link states proactively. It uses a routing table and distance
table with the same functionality as the tables introduced
for DST.
BEST does not require a data bu er or a query table as it is
a table-driven routing protocol; data packets are dropped if
no path exists. The only type of packets used in BEST are
updates which have functionality similar to the regular updates in DST, i.e., they are unreliably broadcast to the limited broadcast address and contain (distance,predecessor)

Procedure Recv Ctl Packet(
)
when node i receives a control packet from nbr
begin
if (
)
Query(
)
else
if (
)
Update (
)
else
i
if(pkt:dst 2 N and tagpkt:dst
)
Update (
)
end else
end
Procedure Add Nbr(k)
called when node i learns of new neighbor k
begin
Ni
Ni [ k
for all
(j 2 N )
Di
1
jk
i
p
N U LL ADDR
jk
end for all
end
Procedure Rmv Nbr(k)
called when node i learns of loss of neighbor k
begin
Ni
N
k
for alli (ij 2 N )
pkt, nbr

pkt.type = QRY
pkt,nbr

pkt.dst = BDCAST ADDR
pkt,nbr

= correct

pkt,nbr

tag
j

null

RT Update(send)
if (
)
send update with source(i) and destination(BDCAST
end
Procedure DT Update(k,j,RDji ,rpij )
updating distance table entry
begin i
if (RDj < 1)
send

F ALSE

send = TRUE

Di
jk

ADDR)

send query with destination(pkt:dst), hops (pkt:hops
and source(pkt:src)

if (pkt:hops
 1)
qri
present time
pkt:dst
end if
end else
end

and pkt:src is not in the path to pkt:dst)
send update with source(pkt:src) and destination(pkt:dst)

else
if (send) then send update source(i) and
and destination(BDCAST ADDR)
end else
end else
end
Procedure RT Update(send)
updating routing table entries
begin
for all (j 2 N )
if (j = i)
continue
DT M in
M infDi 8b 2 Ni g
jb
i
if (Djs
=
DT
M in) then ns
si
i
j
j
i = DT M ing
else ns bjfb 2 Ni and Djb

i +1
RDj

i
else Djk
1
pi
rpi
j
jk
for all (b 2 Ni )
if k isi in pathi from i ito j via b
D
D
+ RDj
end forjball kb
end
Procedure Query(pkt,nbr)
called for processing query
begin
for each entry (j; RDji ; rpij ) in pkt
if (j 62 N )i
if (RDj = 1)
continue
else
initialize j
if (RDji = 0)
Add Nbr(j)
end else
end if
else i
if (RDj = 0 and j 62 Ni )
Add Nbr(j)
end else
DT Update(pkt:src; j; RDji ; rpij )
end for each
send
F ALSE
RT Update
(send)
i
if (tagpkt:dst = correct)
send update with source(pkt:dst) and destination(pkt:src)
else
i
if ( present time - qrpkt:dst
> query receive timeout)
if (pkt:hops > 1)

Procedure Update(pkt,nbr)
called for processing update
begin
newpath
F ALSE
if (pkt:dst =6 BDCAST ADDR
)
i
if (pkt:src 62 N or tagpkt:src
6= correct)
newpath
T RU E
i
i
for each entry (j; RDj ; rpj ) in pkt
if (j 62 N )i
if (RDj = 1)
continue
else
initialize j
if (RDji = 0)
Add Nbr(j)
end else
end if
else i
if (RDj = 0 and j 62 Ni )
Add Nbr(j)
end else
DT Update(pkt:src; j; RDji ; rpij )
end for each
send
F ALSE
RT Update(send)
if (pkt:dst = BDCAST ADDR)
if (send = T RU E) then send update source(i) and
and destination(BDCAST ADDR)
else
if (pkt:dst = i)
if (send = T RU E) then send update source(i) and
and destination(BDCAST ADDR)
else
i
if (newpath = T RU E and (pkt:src 62 N or tagpkt:src
6= correct))
newpath
F ALSE
i
if (tagpkt:dst = correct and newpath = T RU E

x
j
loop
F ALSE
(m = 0; m < N ; m + +)
visited[m]
N U LL ADDR
num visited
0
i
i
((Dx
Ni )
ns = M in Dxb b
i
i
and Dx
and tagx
null and loop = F ALSE )
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Figure 3: Speci cation of selected procedures in DST
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Figure 4: Maintaining routes in DST. The parenthesis contain the distance and predecessor values for destination a
tuples for all the destinations. BEST di ers from WRP in
allowing unreliable updates and in specifying di erent conditions to send updates. We focus our description of BEST
on how updates are sent, because source tracing has been
used extensively in the past in table-driven protocols [1, 13,
8]
The processing of an update in BEST is done in the same
manner as in DST. When an update from neighbor k is
received, the entries in the distance table corresponding to
neighbor k are updated. The paths to each destination are
then recomputed. BEST sends updates only if any of the
following conditions have been met.

1. A node discovers a new destination with a nite and valid
path to the destination.

2. A node loses the last path to a destination.
3. A node su ers a distance increase to a destination.
Two more conditions are added to prevent permanent looping due to unreliable broadcasts. These conditions are the
same as conditions A and B in Section 3.4. When either of
these conditions are satis ed, the data packets are dropped.
Permanent looping can occur when nodes are unaware of the
latest changes in their neighbor's routing tables. The use of
conditions A and B can be explained with the help of the
example shown in Fig. 5.a. The node addresses are marked
in bold font. Node j is the required destination. The path
to j implied by traversing predecessors from j is marked in
italics. Initially, all nodes have loop-free routes. The loss of
links (i; j ) and (m; j ) and the loss of update packets from
i and m can result in a loop shown in Fig. 5.b. When i
gets a data packet from k, it nds that its distance table
entry for k implies the path ij , while i's own path implies
ilmj which is di erent from ij . Therefore due to condition
B, the data packet is dropped and a unicast routing update
is sent resulting in k setting its path to kmj . Now, when
k gets a data packet from m, it sends a unicast update to
m because m is its successor on the path to j . This follows

from condition A. When m gets the update, it detects a loop
and resets its distance to in nity, thus breaking the loop.
The rules used in BEST to avoid permanent loops are much
simpler than those introduced in STAR [9] which uses the
link-state information in source trees, rather than distance
and second-to-last-hop information to a destination in the
tree.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We ran simulations for two di erent experimental scenarios
to compare DST's average performance against the performance of DSR and BEST. These simulations allowed us to
change input parameters independently and check the protocol's sensitivity to these parameters. All three protocols
are implemented in C P T , which is a C++ based toolkit
that provides a wireless protocol stack and extensive features
for accurately simulating the physical aspects of a wireless
multi-hop network. The protocol stack in the simulator can
be transferred with a minimal amount of changes to a real
embedded wireless router. The stack uses IP as the network
protocol. The routing protocols directly use UDP to transfer
packets. The link layer implements the IEEE 802.11 standard [2] and the physical layer is based on a direct sequence
spread spectrum radio with a link bandwidth of 1 Mbit/sec.
To run DSR in CPT, we ported the DSR code available in
the ns2 wireless release [6]. There are two di erences in our
DSR implementation as compared to the implementation
used in [3]. Firstly, we do not use the promiscuous listening mode in DSR. We, however, implement the promiscuous
learning of source routes from data packets. This follows the
speci cation given in the Internet Draft of DSR. Our reason
for not allowing promiscuous listening is that, besides introducing security problems, it cannot be supported in any IP
stack where the routing protocol is in the application layer
and the MAC protocol uses multiple channels to transmit
data. The second di erence in our implementation is that
since the routing protocol in our stack does not have access
to the MAC and link queues, we cannot reschedule packets that have already been scheduled over a link (for either
DSR, DST or BEST). Tables 1 and 2 show the constants
used in the implementation of DSR and DST, respectively.

l (lmj)
i (ij)
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m (mj)

i (ilmj)
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m (mkij)
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j (j)
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Figure 5: Creation of a permanent loop in BEST due to unreliable updates
Table 1: Constants used in DSR simulation

Time between ROUTE REQUESTS
(exponentially backed o )
Size of source route header carrying
carrying n addresses
Timeout for Ring 0 search
Time to hold packets awaiting routes
Max number of pending packets

500(msecs)

4n+4(bytes)

(135 db).

5.2 Metrics used

In comparing the protocols, we used the following metrics:

30(msecs)
30 secs
50



Packet delivery ratio: The ratio between the number of
packets received by an application and the number of
packets sent out by the corresponding peer application
at the sender.

Table 2: Constants used in DST simulation



Control Packet Overhead: The total number of routing
packets sent out during the simulation. Each broadcast packet/unicast packet is counted as a single packet.



Hop Count: The number of hops a data packet took
from the sender to the receiver.



End to End Delay: The delay a packet su ers from
leaving the sender application to arriving at the receiver application. Since dropped packets are not considered, this metric should be taken in context with
the metric of packet delivery ratio.

Query send timeout
5(secs)
Zero query send timeout
30(msecs)
Data packet timeout
30 secs
Max number of pending packets
50
Query receive timeout
4.5 (secs)
MAX HOPS
17

5.1 Scenarios used in comparison

We compared DSR, DST and BEST using two types of scenarios. In both scenarios, we used the \random waypoint"
model described in [3]. In this model, each node begins the
simulation by remaining stationary for pause time seconds
and then selects a random destination and moves to that
destination at a speed of 20 m/s. Upon reaching the destination, the node pauses again for pause time seconds, selects another destination, and proceeds there as previously
described, repeating this behavior for the duration of the
simulation. We used the speed of 20m/s (72 km/hr), which
is the speed of a vehicle, because it has been used in simulations in earlier papers [3, 4] and thus provides a basis for
comparison with other protocols. All simulations are run for
900 seconds. In both scenarios, we used a 50 node ad hoc
network, moving over a at space of dimensions 7 X 6 miles
(11.2 X 9.7 km) and initially randomly distributed with a
density of approximately one node per square mile.
Two nodes can hear each other if the attenuation value of
the link between them is such that packets can be exchanged
with a probability p, where p > 0. Attenuation values are
recalculated every time a node moves. Using our attenuation
calculations, radios have a range of approximately 4 miles

Packet delivery ratio gives us an idea about the e ect of
routing policy on the throughput that a network can support. It also is a re ection of the correctness of a protocol.
Control packet overhead has an e ect on the congestion seen
in the network and also helps evaluate the eÆciency of a
protocol. Low control packet overhead is desirable in lowbandwidth environments and environments where battery
power is an issue.
In ad hoc networks it is sometimes desirable to reduce the
transmitting power to prevent collisions. This will result in
packets taking more number of hops to reach destinations.
However, if the power is kept constant, the distribution of
the number of hops data packets travel through is a good
measure of routing protocol eÆciency.
Average end-to-end delay is not an adequate re ection of
the delays su ered by data packets. A few data packets
with high delays may skew results. Therefore, we plot the

cumulative distribution function of the delays. This plot
gives us a clear understanding of the delays su ered by the
bulk of the data packets. Delay also has an e ect on the
throughput seen by reliable transport protocols like TCP.

5.3 Performance results
5.3.1 Scenario 1
Scenario 1 mimics the behavior of an emergency network
or a network set up for military purposes. Scenario 1 is
almost identical to to the one presented in [3], barring any
di erences due to implementation of the MAC protocols.
We have 20 random data ows, where each ow is a peer-topeer constant bit rate (CBR) ow with a randomly picked
destination and the data packet size is kept constant at
64 bytes. Data ows were started at times uniformly distributed between 20 and 120 seconds and they go on till
the end of the simulation at 900 seconds. We did 7 runs of
the simulation where each run had di erent sets of sourcedestination pairs. The total load on the network is kept constant at 80 data packets per second (40.96 kbps) to reduce
congestion. Our rationale for doing this is that increasing
the packet rate of each data ow does not test the routing
protocol. On the other hand, having ows with varying destinations does so. We also vary the pause times: 0, 30, 60,
120, 300, 600 and 900 seconds as done in [3].
Fig. 6.a shows the control packet overhead for varying pause
times. An obvious result is that the control packet overhead for all the three protocols reduces as the pause time
increases. BEST and DST are about 34 % better than DSR
at pause time zero. At low rates of movement, DST is a
clear winner with one third the control packet overhead of
BEST and one tenth the control packet overhead of DSR.
Clearly, the fact that the updates in DST contain the entire routing table, means that nodes running DST have a
higher chance of knowing paths to destinations for whom
no route discovery has been performed in the past. We are
able to mimic the behavior of table-driven routing protocols
in low topology change scenarios, in that we almost have
information about the entire topology with very few ood
searches.
As shown in Fig. 6.b, the percentage of data packets delivered is almost the same for DST and BEST. At lower pause
times, DSR has the same packet delivery ratio as DST and
BEST. However, as the pause time decreases, DSR su ers
due to data packets getting dropped at the link layer, indicating that the routes provided in the source routes are not
correct any more. At lower pause times, links get broken
faster. Even though this results in higher control overhead,
the routes obtained are relatively new. As mentioned earlier,
we keep the load on the network constant. Since this load
is divided among a large number of ows, we see very little
congestion and therefore most packets get through at higher
pause times during which the topology is close to static.
For Fig. 6.c we collated the hop count values for data packets during all pause times and plotted the hop distribution.
All three protocols have almost the same number of one hop
packets, indicating that the zero hop query is very e ective
in getting routes to neighbors. However, for the number
of hops greater than one, we see that BEST performs the

best. This is expected of a table driven routing protocol
that tries to maintain valid routes at most times. DST's behavior is slightly worse than BEST. DSR on the other hand
sends packets through longer routes. This is a direct consequence of the fact that after the initial query-reply process
DSR pretty much uses the route it caches, without trying
to better them.
Fig. 6.d shows the cumulative delay of all the protocols.
The graphs shown are logarithmic in time to accommodate
the wide variation. We see that BEST performs better than
DSR or DST, with DST being very close. Almost all packets
are sent within 4 seconds in BEST and within 8 seconds in
DST. Some packets in DSR take almost 30 seconds. This is
because a packet is allowed to stay in a bu er for a maximum
of 30 seconds before it is dropped. These are packets that
found the path just in time.

5.3.2 Scenario 2
To Internet

Figure 7: Scenario 2
Scenario 2 mimics the applications of ad hoc networks as
wireless extensions to the Internet. In this case, one or two
nodes act as points of attachment of the ad hoc network to
the Internet. Accordingly, all Internet traÆc travels to and
from the attachment points as shown in Fig. 7. To model
this situation, we pick one node as the point-of-attachment
to the Internet for a simulation run of 900 seconds and we
do ve such runs and plot our results. During each run,
the sender node rst establishes a low rate connection (5.85
kbps) with the point-of-attachment. Immediately after the
forward connection is established, the backward connection
is started from the point-of-attachment to the sender. This
connection has a higher rate of 40.96 kbps. Each pair of connections lasts for 300 seconds. In each epoch of 300 seconds,
we start seven pairs at random times. This setup closely
resembles number of nodes accessing the Web through the
point-of-attachment. We run our simulations for two pause
times, 0 (continuous movement) and 900 (no movement).
Fig. 8.a and Fig. 8.b show the results for the case of continuous movement. We see that BEST has almost double the
control packet overhead of DST or DSR. The protocol is essentially reacting to the high rate of topology changes. The
traÆc does not seem to in uence the behavior of BEST,
because the same information needs to be maintained no
matter what point-of-attachment is used. DSR and DST
have almost the same behavior in terms of control overhead.
DSR performs well in this traÆc pattern, because with every
ood search towards the point-of-attachment, the point-ofattachment learns the reverse path to the source from the
source route accumulated in the queries. Another reason is
that the fast changing topology forces out stale routes from
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Figure 6: Results for 20 sources picking random destinations for peer-to-peer ow
DSR caches. This also results in DSR sending about 10 %
more data packets than DST or BEST as shown in Fig 8.b.
Fig. 8.c and Fig. 8.d show us the results for the static case.
This scenario is important because it resembles a static community network, e.g., households with wireless routers used
to reach the Internet through an access point. In this case,
BEST incurs about 3 times more control overhead than
DST, whereas DSR incurs 14 times more control overhead
than DST. DST performs this well because the entire network knows the path to the point of attachment with a single ood search. Since there are no topology changes, there
is no need for another ood search. BEST also performs
much better for a static network than for a dynamic one.
No topology changes mean no table driven updates after
the initial updates sent when the network comes up. The
surprising result is the really bad behavior by DSR, most
of which seems to be driven by increase in ood searches
caused by old routes. A similar behavior is seen in terms of
the ratio of data packets received. DST and BEST lose very
few packets, while DSR seems to lose about 50% of them.

As congestion due to control packets increases, we observe
more and more data packets being dropped.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We presented source tracing as a new approach to achieve
eÆcient routing in ad hoc networks using either on-demand
routing or table-driven routing protocols. Simple rules were
introduced in DST for the use of source tracing on demand,
and simple rules were introduced in BEST for the eÆcient
use of source tracing within the context of table-driven routing. The rules used in BEST are simpler than those introduced for STAR [9], which is the only other table-driven
routing protocol that has been shown to be as eÆcient as
on-demand routing protocols.
Simulations were used to compare DST and BEST with
DSR, which is one of the most eÆcient on-demand routing
protocols. The results showed that DST provides comparable average delays and packet delivery ratios while incurring
far less control overhead than DSR or BEST. In our rst scenario, which closely resembled an ad hoc scenario for a bat-
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Figure 8: Results for single point of attachment
tle eld or an emergency situation, DST had about one-tenth
the control overhead of DSR while delivering packets with
the same eÆciency as BEST, which is table-driven. BEST,
has about one-third the control overhead of DST while having the best results for hop count and delay. For the second
scenario, which is comparable to community networks accessing the Internet via wireless links, DSR had almost 14
times more overhead than DST, which suggests that DST is
an ideal solution for static community networks. In static
networks, the poor performance of DSR in terms of delay
and throughput suggests that it needs a mechanism to ush
out stale routes in static scenarios. In scenario 2, BEST
incurs twice the overhead of DSR and DST when all the
nodes are moving. This suggests that a table-driven routing
protocol is a wrong choice for scenarios with many topology
changes and only a few destinations. On the other hand,
BEST delivers almost all the packets and has one fourth
the control overhead of DSR for the static version of scenario 2, which implies that it may be used as a solution for

community networks, though DST is a better option.
Given that BEST provided good results for applicationoriented metrics like hop count and delays, which are of vital
signi cance for QoS sensitive ows, it appears that an ideal
routing protocol would have to use table-driven updates for
certain sources and on-demand approach for others. This
can be achieved with the proper combination of source tracing rules.
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